
BRAND PROFILE



THE WHO

We are ic! berlin. We design, produce and sell screwless eyewear for 
men, women and everyone in between from our global headquarters 
in Berlin. We are an independent label with subsidiaries in Europe, the 
USA, Japan and Turkey. 

ic! berlin represents quality, innovation, comfort and purity of design. 
We believe the greatest things in life happen when we embrace 
contradictions. We rock the boat. We break the mold. We do not 
make glasses to make a distant, faceless corporation richer: we 
make glasses to make ourselves proud. We love what we do and we 
love doing it.

ic! berlin glasses and sunglasses are sold in over 60 countries and 
can be seen on some of the most famous and beautiful noses all 
over the world. We could mention Madonna, Brad Pitt, Heidi Klum, 
Amber Chia, Jojo Goh, Matthew McConaughey, Melvin Sia, Alicia 
Keys, Timmy Hung and two princes – Albert II of Monaco and the 
late, great Purple Rain singer – all love their ic! berlin, but we wouldn’t 
want to name drop. 

Ralph Anderl, founder



Francesca M. in chrome
Maira B. in rosé gold | very berry

THE WHAT

Revolutionary, ground breaking, feather light screwless eyewear.

Our very first frame was a pair of screwless sunglasses called Jack 
in 1996. Cut from a single sheet of aluminum and put together with 
a first-of-its-kind screwless hinge, Jack changed the way people 
looked at glasses. 

Today we make screwless glasses and sunglasses out of super 
strong, super lightweight 0.5mm spring stainless steel, often 
combined with acetate, 3D printed polyamide or rubber. Most  
ic! berlin frames weigh less than 20 grams. 

Because we use no screws, glues, rubber bands or witchcraft every 
singe ic! berlin frame can be dismantled and rebuilt with your own 
two hands in a matter of seconds (world record at time of print is  
3.3 seconds). Lenses can be fitted quickly and easily without the 
need for specialized tools.

Our glasses reflect our company values and philosophy: simple and 
naked. Our glasses are modern, classic, trendy, quirky and extreme, 
but they are always authentic and raw, from award-winning designs 
for the every day through to extraordinary showpieces for once in a 
lifetime. 



Every single ic! berlin frame is handmade with love by dedicated 
craftsmen and women in Berlin. What started in a small two-room 
apartment now covers two locations and a space roughly the size of 
the field inside Berlin’s Olympic Stadium; design, production, sales, 
distribution & marketing all happen under the ic! berlin roof in Berlin. 

In Moabit, in the west, we mill and polish our acetate parts, colour 
our metal parts using industrial-grade physical vapour deposition 
(PVD) and create luxury buffalo horn eyewear for our sister brand 
onono.

Marzahn, in the east, is home to our sheet metal production and 
global HQ. Here we cut, bend, shape and engrave our glasses from 
sheets of 0.5mm spring stainless steel and gather all the individual 
pieces together to hand craft every single ic! berlin frame.

And right in the heart of Berlin’s trendiest shopping neighbourhood, 
Mitte, is the Berlin Flagship Store, just around the corner from that 
apartment where the very first ic! berlin frames were born. The Berlin 
Flagship Store - or Spielplatz - is home to the most comprehensive 
collection of ic! berlin frames in the world: over 500 frames ranging 
from the latest collection to vintage collectables and showpieces. 

The ic! berlin Flagship Store is more than an shop – it’s a shared, 
open space where everyone is welcome to make a coffee, work, 
steal some WIFI or take care of nature’s business. It is a space to 
satisfy our basic human needs, to start a retail revolution and to buy 
some screwless, handmade glasses. Even people who don’t wear 
glasses are welcome!

THE HOW



THE AWARDS

2016  iOFT Eyewear of the Year 2017 (Tokyo, Japan)
2015  iOFT Eyewear of the Year 2016 (Tokyo, Japan)
2014  Inoptics Awards – Best Sunglasses (New Delhi, India)
2014 Inoptics Awards – Best Female Frame (New Delhi, India)
2013  V Award Silver – Innovation (Hong Kong)
2012  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2013 (Tokyo, Japan)
2012 V Award Silver – Optical Frame (Hong Kong)
2011  V Award Gold – Sunglasses (Hong Kong)
2011  Silmo d’Or (Paris, France)
2010  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2011 (Tokyo, Japan)
2009  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2010 (Tokyo, Japan)
2008  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2009 (Tokyo, Japan)
2008  Silmo d’Or (Paris, France)
2007  Landmark In The Land Of Ideas 2007, Germany
2005  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2006 (Tokyo, Japan)
2004  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2005 (Tokyo, Japan)
2002  Red Dot Award: Product Design (Germany)
2000  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2001 (Tokyo, Japan)
1999  iOFT Eyewear of The Year 2000 (Tokyo, Japan)
1998  Silmo d’Or (Paris, France)
1998  Simply Genius TV Award of the MDR (Germany)



THE COLLECTIONS



Every year we release our collections in time with the major 
optical fairs in Munich, Milan, New York, Las Vegas and Paris. A 
collection will encompass many product categories and 
materials, often divided into their own stories and campaigns.

In addition to the seasonal campaigns our core collections and 
product lines target specific demographics and markets, each 
representing a different part of ic! berlin DNA. 

We also collaborate with other designers and brands for one-off 
capsule collections, showpiece frames and even, once, jeans. 
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THE CREW

Here at ic! berlin, employees are not just employees, they are also 
models for campaigns and catalogs and inspire the names of our 
frames. It’s a tradition that started with the very first ic! berlin frame 
and the very first model, founder and owner Ralph Anderl. We figure 
it’s real people who buy our frames, so it’s real people who should be 
in the catalog.

Meet the ic! berlin crew: two hundred people from more than 20 
countries making screwless glasses – by hand – in Berlin. People who 
make glasses, people who wear glasses, people who try to make the 
world a less screw-y place, one frame at a time. 

In the immortal words of John F. Kennedy:

“Two thousand years ago the proudest boast was ‘civis 
romanus sum’ (I am a Roman citizen). Today, in the world of 
freedom, the proudest boast is ‘ich bin ein ic! berliner’”.

Well, he would have said that if we were around back then. But we 
say it today! We take pride in our work, we take pride in our product 
and we take pride in the words “Ich bin ein ic! berliner!”



THE FAMOUS FACES




